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FORWARD
I have yet to meet a digital print that I could fall in love with. Of course, this is 
based purely on my own personal and subjective taste. Having worked with 
silver materials for forty years, both commercially and in my fine art work, I 
now find it a little out of character to fully embrace the digital medium. It is 
true that the whole photographic process has been made much easier, 
faster, cleaner and more accessible to people by digital innovations - and 
that’s a good thing. However, I think it is crucial that photographers and art-
ists should have the option to use whatever equipment and materials 
they consider most appropriate for their vision. For my part, I don’t need or 
desire instant gratification in photography and it is the long, slow journey to 
the final print that captivates me. I still prefer the limitations, imperfections 
and unpredictability of the silver based “analog” world, and I love spending 

hours in the darkroom exploring the potential of a negative. I sincerely be-
lieve it would be a tragedy to lose this valuable and historically rich process. I 
am not ready to put my trusty and well used Hasselblads in storage be-
cause I can no longer find film, chemicals and printing paper to continue my 
life’s work in photography. I hope and trust that silver based materials and 
chemicals will still be available for many more years to come. 

Michael Kenna

October 2013
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Evening Light, Lake Manapouri, 
Southland, New Zealand
2013
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Kussharo Lake Tree, Study 15, Kotan, Hokkaido, Japan. 2009
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Cloud Shadows, Study 3, Mont St. Michel, France, 1998
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Pine Trees, Study 1, Wolcheon, Gangwondo, South Korea, 2007



Michael Kenna Photography

http://www.michaelkenna.net/
http://www.michaelkenna.net/


MARTIN BROWN
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Fog Trees
Cardross, Scotland
2006

(Previous page)
Pink Bike Seat
Gothenburg, Sweden
2007
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Sad Lamp
Gothenburg, Sweden
2007
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Martin Brown

In 2006, while I was a photography student, I saw a large boxy camera with a huge 
lens in a pawn-shop window. I had no idea what a Hasselblad was but I had to have it, 
it was just so much camera! After talking with one of my lecturers he convinced me 
that, even though the price was almost half of my student loan, it was worth the 
money. He was right. Since buying that pawn-shop 501c it's captured my most per-
sonal photographs and helped shape my photographic vision throughout my career.

For the Square People project I've chosen images taken near the end of my photo-
graphic studies as it was the time when I really learned to see in squares.

Currently I'm based in Helsinki and have recently started experimenting with caffenol 
as a developer.
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Website

http://www.powderedlight.4ormat.com
http://www.powderedlight.4ormat.com


PAUL DEL ROSARIO
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Shades of gray
Tokyo, Japan
2013

(Cover page)
Night Festival
Tokyo, Japan
2013
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Walk in the Park
Tokyo, Japan
2013
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Paul del Rosario

Although I did leave my heart in my hometown of San Francisco, it also beats in my 
other home, Tokyo.

Like many other camera nerds, I picked up on photography while I was in junior high 
school, and I will probably remain a photo enthusiast well beyond the time my five-year 
old son becomes a teenager.  Throughout my time of having a camera in hand, I’m still 
not certain what makes a good photo, and I’d rather not dwell on the subject; “you 
know it when you see it,” is what I’d say.

When I was in high school, I had a romantic vision of becoming a war photographer.  I 
still do, in fact.  Perhaps getting wounded while on assignment and returning home 
with “the shot.”  However, in reality most of my battles are with paying the bills, and 
figuring out how to fund my film photography activities.  

For some reason, my website contains more pictures of people rather than places of 
conflict.  Perhaps it shows that enjoy shooting portraits and being with people rather 
than getting shot at.  I’m fine with this.  Wherever the compass of my “camera needle” 
points to, I’ll point and I’ll shoot.  
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Website

http://www.pauldelrosario.com
http://www.pauldelrosario.com


GUSTAF EMANUELSSON
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Hasselblad 503CX
80mm f/8
125/s
Ilford Delta 100

Shot a foggy day in Malmö, Turn-
ing Torso.

(Cover page)
Hasselblad 503CX
80mm f/11
10 seconds
Kodak Portra 160

From a small village called Fryksås 
in the Northern parts of Sweden.
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Hasselblad 503CX
150mm f/11
1 minute
Fuji Velvia 50

From a small forest lake in Norra 
Kvill, Småland.
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Gustaf Emanuelsson

As a photographer, I try to be an outsider, not a participant. This feeling has grown 
stronger over the years. I want to be that simple observer, in nature and in the city. 
Finding that simple beauty, and not that grand landscape. I'm trying to head out at 
times when others stay at home. I love the Nordic light, and mostly I shoot around and 
after twilight. Long exposures. Film makes you think, that's why I love it. Seven years 
ago, I started to shoot medium format. I still shot with a lot of different medium and 
large format cameras, but if I had to choose one, it would be my Hasselblad 503CX.
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Flickr

Blog

Picture Agency (Folio)

http://www.flickr.com/photos/47380189@N03/
http://www.flickr.com/photos/47380189@N03/
http://www.gblog.se
http://www.gblog.se
http://www.folio.se/search/Gustaf+Emanuelsson.aspx
http://www.folio.se/search/Gustaf+Emanuelsson.aspx


GALUCO FRANÇA 
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Mr. Ogava’s Room
São Paulo, Brazil
2012

(Previous page)
Mr. Ogava's Windows
São Paulo, Brazil
2013
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Feet Over Rolleis
São Paulo, Brazil
2012
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Glauco França 

Glauco was born on 8th August 1972 in Santo André, a city near São Paulo, Brazil.  He 
began photography as an amateur when he started his studies at the Architecture and 
Urbanism College of University of São Paulo (FAU USP) in 1993, by using the laboratory 
of black and white photographs. Then he worked as a scholarship holder of an scientific 
initiation research for undergraduate students on photography at the LAP – Laboratory of 
Urbanism, Architecture and Preservation Studies of FAU USP, and as volunteer monitor 
for the FAU-students at the Didactic Laboratory at the same college, where he graduated 
in 1999 with the final project called “Olhar à Deriva” (“Drifting Look”). As a architectural 
photographer he has worked for architecture and design offices and stores like Aflalo & 
Gasperini, Projeto Paulista, Credidio Vaz, KOM, Borelli & Merigo, Francisco de Almeida, 
FirmaCasa, Casamatriz/Tecer Tapetes, Reka Iluminação, A6 Arquitetura+Design, Jayme 
Lago Mestieri, among others. Glauco has published many credited works as a freelancer 
photographer in magazines like Arc Design, Projeto, Quality Life, Hera Cosmética, Revista 
da Cultura and books and others publications of FAU USP. He has participated in collec-
tive and individual photography expositions in FAU USP, Centro Cultural São Paulo and 
Pinacoteca de São Caetano do Sul. Since 1996 he worked as a drawing teacher in high 
schools, preparatory courses for the examinations of colleges and universities and in his 
own office in São Paulo.
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Flickr

http://www.flickr.com/photos/studiopixel/
http://www.flickr.com/photos/studiopixel/


ROBIN HELDER
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Girl in Starbucks
New York, USA
2010

(Cover page)
Bamboom, Kyoto,
Japan
2013
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Man in Shinjuku
Tokyo, Japan
2013
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Robin Helder

Robin is a French photographer, born in 1984 and raised in the suburbs of Paris. 

He started film photography using an old 135 camera that let him to understand the 
principles of the photography. Since then he never stopped shooting by one side with 
digital cameras and by another side with his Hasselblad 500 C/M.

The 6x6 medium format of his 'hassie' gives him another aspect on how to take pic-
tures; twelve frames is much more intense and exciting. He started his first pictures 
series in New York City and continues to use his old 500 c/m in different parts of the 
globe.
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Tumblr

Website

Facebook

http://rb1ldr.tumblr.com/
http://rb1ldr.tumblr.com/
http://www.flickr.com/photos/robinhelder/
http://www.flickr.com/photos/robinhelder/
http://www.facebook.com/robin.helder?fref=ts
http://www.facebook.com/robin.helder?fref=ts


RODRIGO REYES MARIN
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Beauty from Venezuela
Tokyo, Japan
2013

(Cover page)
The Jaguar Warrior
Japan
2013
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Gentleman
Tokyo, Japan
2013
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Rodrigo Reyes Marin 

Rodrigo is a editorial and micro stock market photographer & videographer based in 
Tokyo, Japan.
Originally from Mexico City, graduated from University with a Bachelor degree in Jour-
nalist and Photojournalist and Professional Photography Diploma. He had worked as a 
reporter, photographer and correspondent for newspapers and magazines in Mexico, 
Canada and Japan. While remaining active as an professional Rodrigo is a documen-
tary photographer, He wrote a book “Mexicanos en Toronto”, it was publish in Mexico 
City last March 2011. As a freelance photographer he works with different news agen-
cies overseas from Japan. His pictures have been published in The Wall Street Jour-
nal, Forbes, People and various other print and online media outlets worldwide. He is 
a Chief Editor of the electronic magazine "Boletin Informativo" of the Mexican Associa-
tions in Japan. 
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Website

http://www.rodrigoreyesmarin.com
http://www.rodrigoreyesmarin.com


IVAN NOVAL
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Sometimes it is not temperature 
what evaporates water but time. 
Add time and water becomes air 
and air goes with wind. Only Rocks 
remains in scene.

Text by Ismael Serrano

(Cover page)
Here all sailors will find refuge. 
Now, let's assume the challenge of 
being alive and open windows to 
hope, sureness of future.
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Here the awakened men and 
women watch beyond the horizon 
trying to find the hope that lights 
with life the waves that crash 
against our wounded boardwalk.

Text by Ismael Serrano
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Ivan Noval

"I was born at age of 8 years old", when I was old enough to hold a Praktica TL1000 
(FRA) of 35 mm before my eyes. I spent my childhood practicing and reading everything I 
could about Photography.
After digital photography experimentation I decided I missed the essence of the chemical, 
halides and light that I knew before. On the other hand, I started repudiating the in cres-
cendo fetishism of digital media and brands coming out without being the partner to a 
resulting quality. So I finally got my ancient Hasselblad that has never failed to me.
Here I am, in B&W and "Hasselbladed", seeking and pursuing  the elusive soul and es-
sence of Art that ancient Masters gave us.
Quixotically I would like to wake up the sleeping giants of film manufacturers which found 
a more comfortable rest giving up production deceiving the respect of History. And as Qui-
xote or any other mad dreamer I keep on running away from the obsolescence on images 
and perhaps in the end one of my pictures may someday simply touch some kind of im-
mortality.
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Hasselblad profile

Website

http://www.hasselblad.com/hoc/photographers/ivan-noval.aspx
http://www.hasselblad.com/hoc/photographers/ivan-noval.aspx
http://www.ivannoval.es
http://www.ivannoval.es


PAULE SAVIANO
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Takashi Tanemori experienced 
the atomic bombing of Hiroshima 
at the age of 8.  Both his parents 
and some of his siblings died in 
the bombing.  He immigrated to 
the United States during the 
1950's and became a US citizen 
in 1974.  

(Cover page)
Dresden, Germany
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Trixie Little and the Evil Hate Mon-
key for Striptease Burlesque exhi-
bition.
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Paule Saviano

New York based photographer Paule Saviano first began snapping photos at just 
twelve years old.  After studying Visual Media and Political Science at the American 
University, he embarked on a career that has moved from fashion and music photogra-
phy to documentary, landscape and - most emphatically -portraiture.  

Work during his early career included photographing famous musicians such as Radio-
head, AC/DC, Marilyn Manson and Bjork, and his Striptease Burlesque project toured 
around Asia and Europe.  His more recent project however, is perhaps a little more 
sedate.  From Above compiles the stories and portraits of survivors of the atomic 
bombs dropped on Hiroshima and Nagasaki and the fire bombings of Dresden and 
other European and Japanese cities that were destroyed during WWII.  An award-
winning book, under the same title, was published in 2011 and the project continues 
to be exhibited across the globe – forthcoming exhibitions include Tokyo in February 
2014.    
Saviano has also begun photographing a new project about people whose lives were 
affected by the Berlin Wall and the division of Germany, which will be released to coin-
cide with the 25th anniversary of the fall of the Berlin Wall in the autumn of 2014.  

He continues to accept assignments across the globe producing images of a diverse 
selection of subjects.  
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From Above

Blog

Website 

http://www.photoeye.com/bookstore/citation.cfm?catalog=I1040
http://www.photoeye.com/bookstore/citation.cfm?catalog=I1040
http://www.paulepictures.com/blog/
http://www.paulepictures.com/blog/
http://www.paulepictures.com/
http://www.paulepictures.com/


PATTARA TANTILIPIKARA
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Hasselblad 500cm Distagon 
50mm F4 Tmax100
Rodinal 1:100 20c 60min.
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Hasselblad 500cm Distagon 
50mm F4 Fuji Acros 100
HC-110(B) 20c 5min
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Pattara Tantilipikara 

Pattara is from Bangkok, Thailand.  He graduated from Rangsit University, and Pennsylva-
nia College of Art & Design, US.  He currently works as a film editor for Bangkok-based 
advertising, Phenomena Co., Ltd.

My journey of photography started by father’s camera, Yes it’s film a camera.  After I 
graduated from school, I spent all of my savings to buy my own camera and started tak-
ing snap shots of street, landscape and portraits. A few years later, I was having a lot of 
fun shooting and editing then I became really interested and I changed my camera to a 
DSLR and medium-format and started exploring the possibilities and capabilities I can 
achieve.  

After trying shooting macro, wildlife and portraits, I found that shooting landscape by long 
exposure especially in black and white really fascinated me.  I love the minimal approach 
to present the simplicity in my works.  I always remind myself, there is nothing useless 
when thinking about the subject that I try to shoot. In the journey of finding my own path 
of photography, it seems like everything around me is hiding their beauty and needs to be 
explored because everything is valuable and usable in photography, as long as we know 
how to communicate with them.

Photography is not just only my hobby, it makes me happy on every time the shutter has 
fired, and I’m very proud when people like my job.
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Facebook

http://facebook.com/punkypheno
http://facebook.com/punkypheno


JUS VUN
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Skin Deep
Tokyo, Japan
2013

(Cover page)
Eye of the Beholder
Paris, France
2013
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Black Magic Woman 
Paris, France
2013
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Jus Vun 

Jus was born on the island of Borneo, migrating to Australia when he was a mere 
neophyte.
In his mid-20s, he moved to Tokyo to rediscover himself and for 6 years, immersed 
himself in Japanese arts & culture. It was during this time that he discovered a burn-
ing passion for photography. Following this, he began working as a freelance pho-
tographer under the pseudonym of Ontoshiki.
After much deliberation, he moved to Paris in 2012 to pursue a European MFA in 
Photography.
He currently divides his time between Paris and Tokyo working in portraiture, fash-
ion and editorial photography. He is a guest curator on Citylab and his fine art work 
is licensed through Millenium Images.
His work is defined by an eclectic mix of influences including pop culture, art, cin-
ema, music and documentary and fashion photographers.
Available for fashion, portrait & editorial assignments.
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Website

Facebook

http://www.jusvun.com/
http://www.jusvun.com/
http://www.facebook.com/Ontoshiki
http://www.facebook.com/Ontoshiki


MATTIAS WESTFALK
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Necrolust
Tokyo, Japan
2013

(Previous page)
Overhang stream
Tokyo, Japan
2013
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1 Roll, Take 1
Tokyo, Japan
2013
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Mattias Westfalk

I happened to be born on the Scandinavian peninsula in the part we known as Swe-
den but never called myself a Swedish photographer. Started shooting in my late 
teens and found a way later on how photography would enable me to keep me on the 
move, on the road and still keep me fed with a roof over my head at night. Still a trav-
eler, a nomad outsider though Tokyo has been my base since I started shooting pro-
fessional in ’99. 

I knew from the very beginning what I needed to focus on to capture what was inter-
esting and real for me, so when that same old question pops up of –‘what do you 
shoot?’, the often blasé response of ‘Street Culture’ and ‘Documentary’ becomes the 
easiest response. It’s more to it than that obviously. Photography and the assignments 
I have taken on during the years has brought me to places any curios mind, sane or 
un-sane, would thrive in. I’ve seen and met people from all walks of life via my cam-
eras, some famous and some not so. As long as there are “moments” out there, vis-
ual moments in need of attention and curious observation, then I’ll happily keep on 
moving, roaming in search of proof that now is everything, everything is now. To ig-
nore nothing.
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Blog 2

Blog 1

Website

http://www.the35mmeye.blogspot.com
http://www.the35mmeye.blogspot.com
http://www.mwcpjapan.blogspot.com
http://www.mwcpjapan.blogspot.com
http://www.mattiaswestfalk.com
http://www.mattiaswestfalk.com

